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Abstract—This paper discusses the basic construction procedure and topological possibilities of creating ac/dc converters out of
simple dc/dc converters. It is shown that two separately controlled
dc/dc converters are sufficient for producing a regulated dc output
and shaping the input current, from an ac voltage source, without
the need for input rectifiers. Some design constraints are discussed,
emanating from the limitation of the conversion ratios that can be
achieved by particular dc/dc converters. Selected topologies are
verified experimentally. This kind of rectifierless converters find
applications in airborne power supplies where zero-crossing distortions are significant because of the inevitable phase-lead effect
of the input rectifier bridge.

In this paper we consider the fundamental synthesis problem
of a converter that converts an unrectified ac voltage to a dc
voltage, without using an input rectifier. Our aim is to derive the
simplest topology for ac/dc conversion, based on a combination
of dc/dc converters.
II. DERIVATION OF THE SIMPLEST AC/DC CONVERTER
We begin with a black-box specification of ac/dc conversion.
be the output voltage, and
be the input voltage.
Let
The ac/dc conversion specifies that

Index Terms—AC/DC converter, circuit topology, control, dc/dc
converter, rectifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

C/DC converters without input rectifiers have received
some attention because of their relative advantages in
eliminating power loss in rectifiers and reducing harmonic
distortions. In airborne applications where the mains frequency
is as high as several hundreds hertz, the phase-lead effect of the
input rectifier bridge in a power-factor-correction converter has
been found to cause significant zero-crossing distortions which
are impossible to eliminate [1]. Without input rectifiers, ac/dc
converters would be free from zero-crossing distortions.
One straightforward approach to implement a rectifierless
ac/dc converter is to construct two circuits (two complete converters), each working for either positive or negative half cycle
of the line period. This approach, however, requires rather complicated circuits [2], [3]. Another possibility is to put the equivalent rectification in the secondary side where the diodes perform
high-frequency as well as line-frequency rectification. This approach usually requires four quadrant switches and complicated
topologies. Also, the high-current low-voltage condition in the
secondary may present difficulty in raising the overall efficiency
[4]. Recently, suitable converters having inherent ac/dc conversion capability have been studied by Ikriannikov and Ćuk [5].
However, such converters, known as bipolar-gain converters
[5], do not seem to have a systematic origin from which general synthesis procedure can be derived.
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where
where

.

(1)

In other words, we consider the usual conversion of a sinusoidal
input voltage having a peak of and frequency into a fixed
output voltage . Our purpose is to derive the simplest inputrectifierless topology based on dc/dc converters that can fulfil
the above black-box requirement.
A. Basic Construction
First of all, we observe that simple dc/dc converters only
convert a dc voltage to another dc voltage. Thus, the use of a
dc/dc converter for ac/dc conversion is handicapped mainly by
its input side which cannot admit negative voltage values. The
problem can be hypothetically solved if one stacks up a sufficiently large dc voltage over the ac input voltage before feeding
into a dc/dc converter. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where
denotes the stack-up voltage. Obviously, we need
(2)
Our next logical step is to create the required . Clearly we
need a second dc/dc converter which choicelessly must convert
from the output voltage . This gives the basic configuration
shown in Fig. 1(b), which is simply a series connection of two
dc/dc converters. We may now construct our black-box ac/dc
converter as shown in Fig. 2.
Remarks on isolation—It should be noted that when constructing the practical circuit, care should be taken to avoid
short-circuit paths that may affect voltage conversion. One
simple solution is to use isolated converters, though not always
necessarily, to realize either converter 1 or converter 2. Moreand , then both
over, if full isolation is required between
converters should be isolated.
B. Constraints on Voltage Conversion Ratios
As shown in Fig. 2, converter 1 (labeled as DC/DC-1) must be
capable of converting a variable dc voltage to a fixed dc voltage,
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step-down converter. Also, from (3), we can derive the range
as
of
(8)
Thus, if
, converter 1 must be a step-up converter;
, converter 1 must be a step-down converter;
if
and
, then converter 1
and if
must be able to do both step-down and step-up at different time
in a line cycle. Table III summarizes the choice of converters
under different voltage conditions.
C. Power Flow Consideration
We now consider the way in which power is processed in the
basic configuration shown in Fig. 2. First of all, assuming that
the input current has the form
Fig. 1. AC/DC conversion using (a) a dc/dc converter with a dc stack-up
voltage and (b) two dc/dc converters.

(9)
the condition for power balance gives
(10)
is the output power. Thus, the power processed by
where
, is
converter 1 (labeled as DC/DC-1),
(11)
and that by converter 2 (labeled as DC/DC-2),

Fig. 2. Simplest input-rectifierless ac/dc converter.

(12)

whereas converter 2 (labeled as DC/DC-2) converts a fixed dc
voltage to another fixed dc voltage. Suppose the voltage conversion ratios of converter 1 and converter 2 are and , respectively. We have

Integrating over a half mains cycle, we get the power processed
by converter 1 during the positive mains cycle and the negative
half mains cycle, respectively, as

(3)
(4)
Combining the above equations, the overall conversion ratio is
given by
for

(5)

corresponds to zero-crossing of the
The case when
where
. In this
input waveform, i.e.,
case, the input to converter 1 and the output from converter 2
are both equal to , giving
and

for

, is

(6)

To determine the constraints on the choice of dc/dc converters,
we first observe that
(7)
because
. Thus, if
, then converter 2 must be
a step-up converter; otherwise, it can be an either step-up or

(13)
and

(14)
Likewise, we get the power processed by converter 2 during the
positive mains cycle and the negative half mains cycle as
(15)
Thus, we clearly see that the average power processed by conand that by converter 2 is zero, over one complete
verter 1 is
mains cycle. Both converters are required to be bi-directional
since during the negative half mains cycle, power flow is essentially reversed. The overall effect is a circulation of power,
, between the two converters. Such
which is equal to
circulation may undesirably degrade the efficiency. Hence, to
reduce this circulation, we may need to design the circuit with a
, meaning that the stack-up voltage should be kept
lower
to minimum, as would be expected intuitively.
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Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Examples of simple input-rectifierless ac/dc converters. A flyback converter needed in (c) and (d) in lieu of buck-boost converter to reverse
voltage polarity.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMPLE AC/DC
CONVERTERS
The implementation of an ac/dc converter based on the foregoing configuration can be proceeded by inserting appropriate
dc/dc converters to the model. Fig. 3(a) shows a nonisolated
ac/dc converter which is constructed with the buck-boost converter serving as both converters 1 and 2, and Fig. 3(b) shows
another nonisolated ac/dc converter which is constructed with a
buck converter and a boost converter serving as converters 1 and
2, respectively. Note that in Fig. 3(c) and (d), the flyback converter achieves polarity reversal, and does not provide isolation
for the entire ac/dc converter unless the other dc/dc converter is
also isolated.
IV. EXTENSION OF BASIC TOPOLOGIES
The same idea can be implemented with higher-order dc/dc
converters. For example, the Ćuk converter has two possible dc
outlets which can be used as input to converter 2, as described
in Section II. Likewise, the zeta and SEPIC converters can serve
the purpose. Fig. 4 shows the conceptual arrangement.
Suppose converter 1 (labeled as DC/DC-1 in Fig. 4) has an
which can be used to feed converter 2
extra output voltage
(labeled as DC/DC-2). Let
,
and be the voltage ratios
defined as

Fig. 4. Implementation of input-rectifierless ac/dc converter using
higher-order dc/dc converters (DC/DC-1 can be Ćuk, SEPIC or zeta converter).

The constraints imposed on the voltage ratios can be derived in
a similar manner as in Section II. First of all, must be larger
than , i.e.,
(19)
and
are not independent. For the Ćuk conMoreover,
, which means
verter, for example, we have
with
Obviously, we have
Thus, (19) becomes

, since
with

(16)

as converter

as converter

(20)

for all time.
(21)

(17)

So, if
, converter 2 should be a step-up converter; otherwise it can be either a step-up or step-down converter. As for
converter 1, we observe that

(18)

(22)
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Fig. 6. Experimental converter circuit based on that of Fig. 3(d).

be designed, one for regulating the output voltage and the other
for shaping the input current. Furthermore, since the converters
are bi-directional, feedback can be assigned arbitrarily to the
converters. Two cases are therefore possible:
i) Converter 1 shapes the input current while converter 2
regulates the output voltage, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
ii) Converter 1 regulates the output voltage while converter
2 shapes the input current, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
It is worth noting that the input current waveform can be arbitrarily programmed by implementing suitable control of one of
the converters. In the usual application of power factor correction, the converter responsible for shaping the input current can
provide crude regulation for the stack-up voltage. This practical
case will be illustrated in the experimental prototype to be discussed in Section VI.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Fig. 5. Outline of two possible control approaches.

Thus, if
, converter 1 must be a step-up converter;
, converter 1 must be a step-down converter;
if
and if
and
, then converter 1
must be able to do both step-down and step-up at different time
in a line cycle. If the Ćuk converter is used, the duty cycle can
be controlled to satisfy these conditions.
V. CONTROL APPROACH
Suppose it is required that the input current be shaped to
achieve unity power factor, in addition to a well regulated output
voltage [6]–[8]. We may summarize the control requirements as
follows.
• To produce a tightly regulated dc output voltage.
• To shape the input current to give unity power factor.
• To crudely control the level of the dc stack-up voltage.
It can be shown theoretically that two separate control parameters are needed to achieve the above requirements [9], [10]. In
our circuit, the allowable control parameters are the duty cycles
of the two converters. Thus, in general, two control loops should

In this section, we report experimental results of a selected
ac/dc converter that has been constructed using the aforedescribed synthesis process. The types of dc/dc converters used
are same as the ones shown in Fig. 3(d), i.e.,
);
Convertor 1 : flyback convertor (turn ratio
Convertor 2 : boost covertor.
Referring to Table III, this particular choice of converter type
and being any value.
is suitable for the cases where
Moreover, efficiency consideration would suggest a low value
for .
The control consists of two separate feedback loops, as discussed in Section V. In particular, we employ the configuration
shown in Fig. 5(a), i.e., an input current shaper applied to the
flyback converter and an output regulator applied to the boost
converter. The input current shaper also regulates the stack-up
voltage . Figs. 6 and 7 show the experimental converter and the
schematic control circuit.
We first report the test results for a 50 Hz line input, which
are summarized in Table I for two different choices of . The
waveforms of the input voltage, input current, output voltage
and stack-up voltage are shown in Fig. 8. It may be of interest
to examine the conversion ratios of the individual converters
for different input voltage levels, in order to verify the analytand
be the
ical equations developed in Section II-B. Let
duty cycle of converter 1 and converter 2, respectively. Then,
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Fig. 7. Control circuit for (a) regulating  (crudely) and shaping input current
and (b) regulating U (tightly).
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS FOR AN INPUT-RECTIFIERLESS AC/DC
CONVERTER USING A FLYBACKCONVERTER AND A BOOST CONVERTER

Fig. 8. Waveforms of input voltage, input current, output voltage and stack-up
voltage for the rectifierless ac/dc converter operating at 50 Hz line frequency. (a)
Test 1 conditions: stack-up voltage 140 V; and (b) Test 2 condition: stack-up
voltage 204 V. Trace 1: input voltage (100 V/div), Trace 2: input current (1
A/div), Trace 3: output voltage (50 V/div), Trace 4: stack-up voltage  (100
V/div). Note that the apparent dc offset of the input current does not actually
exist and can be eliminated by “de-gaussing” the current probe.

=

=

TABLE II
MEASURED DUTY CYCLES AND VOLTAGE RATIOS FOR DIFFERENT INPUT
VOLTAGE LEVELS FOR AN INPUT-RECTIFIERLESS AC/DC CONVERTER USING A
FLYBACK CONVERTER AND A BOOST CONVERTER

and

, as defined previously, are
and
, respectively, where is the flyback transformer turn ratio. Table II shows the values of duty cycles and
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Fig. 9. Waveforms of input voltage and input current at 400 Hz line frequency
showing total elimination of zero-crossing distortion, with input voltage 85 V
(rms), stack-up voltage 147 V, input power 46.5 W, efficiency 72.71%.
Trace 1: input voltage (50 V/div), Trace 2: input current (1 A/div).

=

=

=

=

TABLE III
CHOICE OF CONVERTERS

• two dc/dc converters are sufficient;
• the two dc/dc converters should permit bi-directional
power flow;
• the two dc/dc converters should be separately controlled
to achieve output regulation and input current shaping;
• some power is being circulated between the two converters.
Furthermore, some design constraints have been discussed,
emanating from the limitation of the conversion ratios that can
be achieved by particular types of converters. The idea has been
experimentally tested with a prototype circuit.
While the present work focuses on the basic synthesis
problem, the efficiency issue may be a practical concern.
Essentially, since circulating power always exists, loss becomes
inevitable and can be quite large if the stack-up dc voltage is
not properly controlled. Note that the loss is proprotional to the
ratio of the stack-up voltage to the peak input voltage. Thus,
as a simple rule, the stack-up voltage should be just above the
peak input voltage in order to maintain proper operation.
Finally, as a remark of potential applications, ac/dc converters
without input rectifiers are devoid of phase-lead effect and hence
can eliminate zero-crossing distortions in power-factor-correction applications. Also, the problem of zero-crossing distortions
is particularly serious when the mains frequency is high, as
in the case of aircraft power systems. Thus, ac/dc converters
without input rectifiers can be used to construct power-factorcorrection power supplies for airborne applications. Details of
an airborne application will be reported in a future paper.
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Click any one of the following links to be taken to a website which contains
the following documents.
There appears to be a lot of recent patent activity in the area
of building "bridgeless PFC convertors". The following are
some of the patents.
11_584_983_Method_and_apparatus_for_high_efficieny_rectifier
11_204_307_AC_to_DC_power_supply_with_PF
11_302_544_Simple_partial_switching_power_factor_correction
11_474_712_BRIDGELESS_BI_DIRECTIONAL_FORWARD_TYPE_CONVERTER
11_480_004_High_efficiency_power_converter_system
11_706_645_AC_to_DC_voltage_converter_as_power_supply
12_401_983_BRIDGELESS_PFC_CIRCUIT_FOR_CRM
12_798_682_Bridgeless_PFC_converter
3295043_MASSEY_D_C__TO_D_C__REGULATED_CONVERTER
4183079_DC_AC_inverter
4523266_AC_to_DC_conversion_system
4943902_AC_to_DC_power_converter_and_method
5570276_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_input_regulation
5815380_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_Primary_regulation
5815384_Transformer_uses_bi_directional_synch_Rectifiers
6115267_AC_DC_converter_with_no_input_rectifiers
6157182_DC_DC_converter_with_multiple_operating_modes
6608522_DC_to_DC_converter_providing_stable_operation
7250742_Digital_control_of_bridgeless_power_factor_correction
7265591_CMOS_driver_with_minimum_shoot_through
And here is some more information for those who may be interested.
A BIDIRECTIONAL PWM THREE-PHASE STEP-DOWN RECTIFIER
A bidirectional, sinusoidal, high-frequency inverter
A DUAL INPUT BIDIRECTIONAL POWER CONVERTER
A new structure for bidirectional Power flow
BI-DIRECTIONAL INVERTER-CHARGER
Bi-directional single-phase half-bridge rectifier for power quality
BiDirectional Converter
Bidirectional_UP_Inverter
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